THE UNFULFI LLE D PROMIS E OF ID E A

EDUCATORS ACROSS
THE COUNTRY
SPEAK OUT ON IDEA
FUNDING

along with them, but they don’t
supply money for updated materials. I’ve worked in schools where
they are using the same books
we had when I was in school,”
Benton says.
“We can’t look away from the
fact that these kids’ education
would be better if we fully fund
IDEA,” Benton says.

Carla Cox
ELEMENTARY SPECIAL/
DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION
TEACHER, WOODLAND, CALIF.

“Many of my students start
school with extremely limited
self-help and social skills.
Teaching them to communicate,
to play, and to take care of
themselves requires intensive
individual instruction. But the
rewards are enormous! When
you see those students a few
years later learning to read,
write, count, and do math
problems—when they can
communicate their needs, when
they have friends in their general
education classrooms who seek
them out on the playground—
you know that all that intensive
work has been worth every
minute and every cent. I wish
everyone in Washington could
see what I see.”

The fight for full funding

Before IDEA, U.S. schools
educated only one of every
five children with disabilities,
according to the U.S. Department
of Education. Some states had
laws that specifically denied
education to children who had
developmental disabilities or
were deaf, blind, or emotionally
disturbed. Many of those children
would be institutionalized and
have no opportunity to be
educated.
In 1975, federal lawmakers,
with the support of advocacy and
family groups, revolutionized how
public schools educate special
needs kids.
Since then, the majority of
children with disabilities have been
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cost shift, 2014 – 2015)

educated in their neighborhood
public schools in the general classroom. Their high school graduation
rates, college enrollments, and job
opportunities increased dramatically. Today, employment rates for
youth served under IDEA are twice
those of older adults with similar
disabilities who did not have the
benefit of IDEA.
But for all the law has accomplished for the students it
serves—which is now about 13
percent of all enrolled students,
according to the most current
data of the National Center for
Education Statistics—the federal
government’s failure to meet its
funding obligation has wreaked
havoc on state and local budgets
and at times left districts scrambling to meet student needs.
Although Congress committed
to paying 40 percent of the average cost to educate a child with
disabilities, it has never met even
half of that commitment. Currently, the federal share of funding
for special education services to
approximately 6.9 million students
is about 16 percent.
As a result, costs are shifted to
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…also suffer from insufficient
overall education spending.
Each state spends less per pupil
this year than they did in 2008.
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STATE SPENDING CHANGE 2008 – 2014*
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